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The Levy Laplacian dF(<)=lim,,, N~‘~~=, (F”(<j,e.@e,) is shown to 
be equal to (i) jTF;‘({; r) dr, where F;’ is the singular part of F”. and (ii) 
2 lim I,-” p-‘(MF(i, p) - F(t)), where MF is the spherical mean of F. It is proved 
that regular polynomials are d-harmonic and possess the mean value property. 
A relation between the Levy Laplacian d and the Gross Laplacian d,F(<)= 
~~=I (F”(<), e.@e,) is obtained. An application to white noise calculus is 
discussed. ‘i 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An infinite dimensional analogue of the finite dimensional Laplacian was 
introduced by P. L&y [ 131. He showed many of its properties and dis- 
cussed the Dirichlet problem associated with this Laplacian in a Hilbext 
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space [13, 141. During the last decade this Laplacian (called the Levy 
Laplacian) has been studied within the framework of white noise calculus 
and is expected to play an important role in the analysis of generalized 
Brownian functionals ([2, 5, 9, 10, 17, 203, etc.). The main purpose of this 
paper is to initiate a study of the Levy Laplacian for functions defined on 
a nublear space. It should be emphasized that our setup is based on a 
certain nuclear space of P-functions rather than an abstract Hilbert 
space. This involves many geometrical properties in the parameter space. 
In Section 2, we give the algebraic definition of the Levy Laplacian for 
functions on a nuclear space. Using an equally dense complete orthonor- 
ma1 sequence, we then show that this definition is equivalent to the func- 
tional definition of Levy Laplacian given by Hida [2]. In Section 3, we will 
introduce particular classes of polynomial functions on a nuclear space and 
discuss harmonic functions with respect to the Levy Laplacian. In Sec- 
tion 4, we will obtain a somewhat unexpected relation between the Levy 
Laplacian and the Gross Laplacian [ 11. Finally in Section 5, we will apply 
the results for functions on a nuclear space to the white noise calculus. 
Ordinary Brownian functionals are shown to be harmonic with respect o 
the Levy Laplacian. In addition we give a new proof of the result of Hida 
and Saito [S] on the relation between the Levy Laplacian and the Fourier 
transform of generalized Brownian functionals. 
Throughout the paper T will denote the unit interval [0, l] and 
H = L2( T) the real Hilbert space of square-integrable functions on T. Let 
E be a nuclear space of P-functions on T and assume that E is a dense 
subspace of H and that the topology of E is stronger than the norm 
topology of H. We then obtain a Gelfand triple E c H c E*. 
2. THE LEVY LAPLACIAN AND LV-FUNCTIONALS 
We begin with the algebraic definition of the Levy Laplacian. Let F be 
a C2-function on E. The kernel theorem (e.g., [21, Sects. 50, 51-J) guaran- 
tees that F”(t), 5~ E, can be regarded as an element of (E@ E)*. Let 
(e,}F=, c E be a complete orthonormal system (CONS) in H and put 
G-1 1 
if the limit exists. This operator A is called the L&y Lupfacian (with respect 
to the CONS (e”f;= ,). 
Of particular importance is the case where the CONS is equally dense 
and uniformly bounded. We here recall the definition. 
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DEFINITION [ 14, Part 3, Sect. 30; 181. A CONS {e,,};~=, in H is called 
equally dense if 
lim i i 1 p(t)e,(t)‘dt={ rp(t)dt 
.v - %. n=, T 7 
U-2) 
for any cp E L X ( T). It is called uniformly bounded if sup,, a , lie,, I( ;z < + ,xX1, 
where 11511 x = supre 7 It(r 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {e,},:=, c E be an equally dense and uniformly bounded 
CONS in H. Then (2-2) holds for any cp EL’(T). 
Proof: For any (pgLl(T) and E>O we may find a function ~,EL’(T) 
such that II(P-(P~II,<E. Put y=sup,., I(e,,l(,. Then 
(cp(f)-vrp,(t)) e,,( t)’ dt 
+ $ i 1 cp,(t)e,z(r)2dl-J‘ cp,(t)dr 
n = 1 -r 7 
+ [ (cp,(r)-cp(r))dt 
‘7 
G Y2 Ilcp - cpc II1 + 
Hence 
This proves that (2-2) is also valid for cp E L’(T). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Riemann-Lebesgue). Let {e,,},T= , be a uniformly bounded 
CONS of H. Then .for any a E L’( Tp), p B 1, M’e have 
lim I a(t,, . . . . i,, . . . . ip - T 7r 
t,)e,,(tl)~~~eip(t,)dt,~~~dt,=O. 
The proof is straightforward. We next introduce the following 
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DEFINITION. A C2-function F on E is called an LV-functional if for each 
<~Ethereexist F,“(t;.)~L’(T)and F:‘(5;.,.)~L’(TxT)such that 
(F”(5), rl@C) =i K”(5; f) v(t) i(t) dt 
T 
+ 
s 
F:(t; s, r) II(S) i(r) ds & 534, 5 E E. (2-3) 
TX F 
We call F,” the singular part and F:’ the regular part of F”. 
Note that the regular part and the singular part are uniquely determined. 
For concrete examples of LV-functionals, see Section 3. 
From now on we fix a CONS {e, >z= , c E in H which is equally dense 
and uniformly bounded, and we assume that the Levy Laplacian is defined 
with respect o this CONS. The following result gives the functional delini- 
tion of the Levy Laplacian (see also [2]). 
THEOREM 2.3. If F is an LV-functional on E, then 
WS)=f C’(5; r)dr, 5~ E, (2-4) 
T 
where F,” is the singular part of F”. 
ProoJ By assumption 
(F”(O, e,Oe,) 
= [TF:‘(5;t)e,(t)2dr+~T FF:I(SI;~,r)e,(s)e,(l)dsdr, 
x 
where F:‘(t; .)E L’( T) and F:‘(t; ., .)E L’(Tx T). In view of Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2 we obtain (2-4). Q.E.D. 
The equality (2-4) was first given by Levy [ 13, Part 3, Sect. 411. It has 
been discussed by Feller and Polishchuk, among others; see [ 191 and the 
references therein. 
3. HARMONIC FUNCTIONS AND MEAN VALUE PROPERTY 
Having introduced two formulations of the Levy Laplacian in the 
previous section, we can discuss harmonic functions on E. 
A polynomial on E is by definition a function F of the form 
F(5)= f (a,, 5@“>, a,, E (E@‘“)*, 5 E E, (3-f) 
n=O 
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where a, = 0 except for finitely many n. Note that the coefftcients a, of F 
are not uniquely determined. Note also that the polynomials on E are 
closed under pointwise multiplication and translations by elements of E. 
Motivated by Levy [14, Part 1, Sect. 211, we introduce two classes of 
polynomials which will play an essential role in our study. 
DEFINITION. A finite linear combination of functions of the form 
F(5) = (a, pn >=~T”U(?~r...rfn):(1~)...5(f,,)dl,-..df,, (3-z) 
where UE L’( T”) and n 20, is called a regufur polynomial. A finite linear 
combination of functions of the form 
F(t) = jT” b(t,. . . . . t,,)r(t,)“‘...Sc(tn)Pndr,...dt,,, (3-3) 
where b E L’( T”) and p, , . . . . p, > 1, is called a normal polynomial. 
Note that every normal polynomial is an LV-functional (see Sect. 2). In 
fact, if F is a normal polynomial given as in (3-3), then 
Fs”(s’; t) = i P, (Pj- 1) 5(tYp2 
j= I 
and 
X 
J 
b(t,, . . . . I-, . . . 
I , t,) n t(f,.)Pv dfv (3-4) T”- I~“<ll 
1 #I 
F:‘(t;s, t)= c pjp&)P’-‘~(r)pk- 
I<j.k<n 
jfk 
X 
s 
b(t ,,...,; ,..., ! ,..., 
p-2 t,) n t-(r,,)P’ df,. (3-5) I<sGn 
v#j,k 
More generally, we have 
LEMMA 3.1. Let tj E C2(Rm) and let FL, . . . . F,,, be normal polynomials. 
Then the function F(C) = $(F, (0, . . . . F,(t)) is an LV-functional. Moreover, 
dF(O= f aj$(f’1(5), ..., Fm(O).dFj(S). (3-b) 
,=I 
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Proof: A direct calculation shows that 
CF”(5), rlOS)= 5 ai~,II/(F,(5),...,F,(5)) 
i.j= I 
x (F:(t), v)(FjY5), rl) 
+ i dj$(F1(5) 3 ..., F,(awj%)~ VlOrl). (3-7) 
.I= 1 
Then we see easily that 
and 
i. j = 1 
+ f aj+(F1(5),..., Fm(t))<(Fj):(<), VOV). 
/=I 
Hence F is an LV-functional. In view of Theorem 2.3, we have 
dF(5) = j F,“(cJ; t) dt 
7 
= f ajlL(F,(t) 7 -9 Fm(C)) ( (F'):'(t; t) dt 
j= I T 
= f djilc/(F1(5) 9 ..., Fm(5)) .dFj(<). QED. 
j= 1 
hOPOSITION 3.2. For $, E C2(Rm) and normal polynomials F, , . . . . F,,, we 
put F(5) = +I (F, (51, . . . . F,,, (5)). Let G(5) be defined in a similar manner: 
G(t) = ti2(GI CC), . . . . G,(t)). Then 
WG)(t) = df’(5). ‘30 + J’(5) .WO. 
This is immediate from Lemma 3.1. The above results suggest a dis- 
tinctive feature of the Levy Laplacian. 
We are now in a position to discuss harmonic functions with respect o 
the Levy Laplacian. 
580’94 I-h 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let II/ E C’(R”‘) and let F,, . . . . F, be regular polynomials 
on E. Then thefunction F(g)= &F,(t), . . . . F,(l)), 5~ E, is A-harmonic on 
E. In particular, every regular polynomial on E is A-harmonic. 
Proof By virtue of the formula (3-6) we need only to prove that every 
regular polynomial is A-harmonic. Suppose that F is a regular polynomial 
given as in (3-2). Then, by (3-4) and (3-5) we see that F,“(r; t) = 0. Hence 
AF( 5) = 0 by Theorem 2.3. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we note the mean value property of regular polynomials. For 
each Na 1 the unit sphere S- ’ c RN may be regarded as a compact 
subset of E by means of the mapping 
h = (h, , . . . . hN)w c hjejE E, h E s” ‘. 
,=L 
We denote by dS,- , (h) the normalized uniform measure on SN- ‘. For 
5EE and PER, we put 
provided the limit exists. This is called the (asymptotic) spherical mean of 
F over the sphere of radius IpI with center at 5 E E. The relation between 
the spherical mean and the Levy Laplacian is stated as follows (in this 
connection, see also [ 14, 171). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let F be a C2-function on E and 5 E E. Assume that 
F(5+rl)-F(5)-(F’(4),rl)-~(F”(SI),rlOrl)=o(/l~ll2), 
where I(. II is the norm of H. Zf F admits the spherical mean MF(5, p) for 
Ip I < R with some R > 0, then 
AF(t)=2 lim MF(~,P)-F(~) 
p-0 P2 ’ 
in the sense that tf either side exists, then so does the other and the equalit) 
holds. 
Proof For h E E with jlhll = 1 and p E R we put 
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Integrating both sides over the sphere ,&?‘-I, we get 
The desired result is now immediate from the fact that 
r(ph) dS,-, (h) = 0 
uniformly in N. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Every regular polynomial on E possesses the mean 
value property; i.e., if F is a regular polynomial, then MF(& p) = F(t) for 
any lcEandpER. 
Prooj: Since the regular polynomials are closed under translations, we 
need only to show that MF(0, p) = F(0) for any p E R. Moreover, we may 
assume without loss of generality that F is given as in (3-2). By a direct 
calculation, 
If n is odd, the last expression is obviously equal to zero, and hence 
MF(0, p) =0 = F(0). In the case of n = 0 the desired assertion is trivial. 
Suppose then n = 2q with q > 1. Since 
I(a,ej,C3 ... @%>I G 11411 .Y”, Y = SUP llejll x9 
/>I 
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the argument used in [17] is also applicable to this case and we obtain 
MF(0, p) = p”(n - 1 )! ! lim fVY 
N - % 
X f (a, f?j,Qej,Q .” Qf?jqQejq). 
jl, .._) jc = 1 
It then follows from Lemma 2.2 that MF(0, p) = 0 = F(0). Q.E.D. 
4. A RELATION BETWEEN THE Liw LAPLACIAN 
AND THE GROSS LAPLACIAN 
For technical simplicity we take E to be the space of all P-functions on 
T = [0, 1 ] with periodic boundary conditions. Thus each 5 E E is regarded 
as a P-function on R with period 1. 
Suppose F is a C*-function on E such that for each 5 E E, F”(t) 
corresponds to a trace class operator A({) of H = L*(T) is the sense that 
(f”‘(t), ~69~) = (A(t)rl, v)H, 4 E E. 
Then the Gross Laplacian A,F(c) of F is defined by 
A,F(<) = trace, A(l). (4-l ) 
This definition is an obvious adoption of the Laplacian defined by Gross 
[ 1 ] for an abstract Wiener space to our Gelfand triple E c H = 
L*(T) c E*. In [l] Gross remarked that this Laplacian appears to have no 
relation with the Levy Laplacian. However, we will prove below that in 
fact they are related by a limit theorem. 
Let K, (0 < E < 1) be a P-function on [ - 4, f] satisfying the following 
live conditions: 
ti) supp K, c (- $,i); 
(ii) O<&(t)< l/s for any TV C-5, i]; 
(iii) ji?,, K,(t) dt = 1; 
(iv) lim,l,~~2~~2cp(t)K,(r)dr=cp(0) for all ~EC(R). 
(v) liminf,l,sZ(s)>O, where Z(~)=j~K~(f)*dr. 
Such a function K, certainly exists. We consider K, as a P-function on R 
with period 1. We then define an operator Z, (0 < E < 1) from E into itself 
by 
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Obviously, the operator Z, can be extended to a Hilbert-Schmidt operator 
on Zf = L2( T) which will be denoted by the same symbol. In fact, 
ll4IIil, = I TX T K,(t-s)2dtds=[ Kc(t)2dl=Z(&). T 
On the other hand, from (4-2) we see that 
lI~,Sll SC G II511 309 5 E E, (4-3) 
where lltll ic = sup,, T It(f 
LEMMA 4.1. Let F be a C’-function on E. If F”(r) corresponds to a 
bounded operator A(<) of H in the sense that 
(F”(5), ~63~) = (-45h V)H- rl E E, 
then d,(FoZ,)(~) exits and dG(FoZ,)(~)=trace,(Z,*A(Z,5)Z,). 
Proof: For any q E E we have 
((FEZ,)“, r1Ov) 
= (J”‘U,t), U,rl)O UJ)) 
(4-4) 
Since Z, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, we see that Z,*A(Z,t) Z, is a trace 
class operator. Hence, d, (F 0 Z,)(r) exists and by (4-l) is equal to 
trace,(Z,*A(Z,5)1,). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let F be a normal polynomial given as in (3-3) with 
b E L”( T”). Then it holds that 
AF(<)=~~Z(E)-‘A~(FOI,)(~), GEE. (4-5) 
Proof: With the same notations as in (3-4) and (3-5), we obtain 
<(f’~4)“(5), rlOrl> = (F”U,O, (ZJ)@.(~II)) 
= s Fs”U,~; WJ( ))~ dt T 
+s C”(L5; s, t) MS) Z,dt) dsdt. TX T 
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In view of (4-2) the last expression becomes 
For simplicity we put 
and 
B,(t;s,,s,)= j F:‘(Z,(;s, t)KE(S-S,)KE(t-SZ)dSdt. 
T2 
Since b E L”( T”), the condition of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied and so 
d,(FoZ,)(<) exists. On the other hand, from (4-6) we see that 
d,(~~I,)(S)=jTA,(S;s,s)ds+lTg,(r;s,S)ds. (4-7 1 
Now, in view of (3-5) and (4-3), we obtain 
G ,<,:<,, pjpk 11~~5llP;-’ IIZ~<ll”,“-’ llbllx ll~~51lp,” “’ tpn-p’ppk 
./. jfk 
d 1 PjPk llbllcc 11511~’ ‘.. tpn--2. 
Isj,kCn 
/+k 
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Therefore 
I l&(5; s, s)l ds T 
d T,(F:‘(Z,~;u,u)(K,(u-s)K,(u-s)dududs 
5 
d C Pjpk ll6llx 115lI~+ “‘fPnp2 5 
l<j,k<n 
T,KE(~-~)KL(~l--)dududs 
j#k 
=l<,~k<n Pjpk llbllm 11511~+ “’ “-‘. (4-8) 
. . . 
j#k 
Since limzl, Z(E) = + 00 by the condition (v), it follows from (4-8) that 
f;Z(t)-’ jTZ3,(&s,s)ds=0. (4-9) 
For the first term of (4-7), we have 
F,“(&s)ds 
T 
F:‘(Z,g;r)K,(t-s)‘dr-F:‘(5;s) ds 
(F,“(Z,r;t)-F,“(5;~))K,(t-s)‘dt ds 
<(Ez(E))-’ j IF:‘(Z,~; t)-FF:‘(t;s)l K,(t-s)drds 
TI 
<((Ez(E))-' j (F;'(Z,<; t)-F;'(t; t)l K,(t-s)drds 
TZ 
+(&Z(E))-~ j IF,“(&t)-&“((;s)l K,(t-s)dtds. 
T2 
Hence 
T 
&Ks,W-1 K”(ks)ds 
T 
< (EZ(E))-’ j IF:‘(Z,t; t) - C’(5; t)l dt 
T 
+wwL~T(J-T I~,“(~;~+s)-F:‘(~;s)J ds K,(t)dt. (4-10) 
> 
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In view of (3-4) and (4-3) we have 
IFi’(z~5; f)l G i Pj@j- I) llze511~~2 IVI~X. 11~,511$!’ .. +p”-pJ 
,=I 
Q i pj(p-i- 1) llbll, 1/511p+ --.+pn--2. 
.I = I 
It then follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that 
fn~j IF,“(Z,4;r)-F:‘(5;t)ldt=O. 
7 
(4-l 1) 
On the other hand, by the condition (iv), we have 
lF;‘((;t+s)-F,“(<;s)l ds K,(t)dr 
T > 
= - 
J 
IF:‘((;s)-F,“(&s)l ds=O. 
T 
(4-12) 
It follows from (4-lo), (4-l l), (4-12) and the condition (v) that 
!~Z(E)-’ j A,(&s,s)ds= j F,“(&s)ds=dF(<). (4-13) 
T T 
Hence, by (4-7), (4-9) and (4-13), we have 
li~Z(&)-‘d,(F~zJ(~)=dF(~). 
This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to establish a relation between the Ltvy Laplacian 
and the Gross Laplacian. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let II/ E C’(R”‘) and let F,, . . . . F,,, be normal polynomials 
whose coefficients are all essentially bounded, For a function F given b? 
F(5) = t,W, (r), . . . . F,(5)), g E E, b$‘e have 
Proof: We first recall the formula 
(4- 14) 
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which is established in Lemma 3.1. Since the coefficients of the normal 
polynomials F, , . . . . F,,, are essentially bounded by assumption, there is a 
unique bounded operator Aii(<) on H such that 
In fact, A,(r) can be shown to be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with an 
essentially bounded integral kernel. With this notation, we can derive 
d,(FaZe)(t) 
= f 8; 2jICI(F1(1,5) , .. . . F,(Z,O) trace,(Z,*A$,5)z,) 
i.j= 1 
+ f ajICI(FI(zEt) 9 ...T Fm(z.ct)) ~,(F’oz~)(O. (4-15) 
j=l 
Taking (4-14), (4-15), and Lemma 4.2 into account, we need only to show 
that 
f~ Z(E)-’ f JidjII/(F,(Z,t), . . . . I',(Z,[)) trace,(Z,*Aii(Z,5)Z,)=0. 
i.j= I 
But this may be proved with a similar argument as in (4-9). Q.E.D. 
5. THE Lfiw LAPLACIAN IN WHITE NOISE CALCULUS 
In white noise calculus, the collection {b(t): t E T} is taken as a coor- 
dinate system. A useful tool to study the generalized Brownian functionals 
is the U-functional map. The U-functional U[v] of a generalized Brownian 
functional cp is a function on the nuclear space E. Thus we can apply the 
results in Sections 224 to the U-functionals of generalized Brownian 
functionals. 
In order for U[q] to be defined by a simple formula (see (5-2) below) 
we assume that exp( ., 5 ) is a test Brownian functional for any t in E. For 
instance, the space (9) of test Brownian functionals introduced in Kubo 
and Takenaka [6,7] satisfies this condition. We describe this space and its 
dual space (Y)* of generalized Brownian functionals as follows. 
Let ZI be the standard Gaussian measure on E*, i.e., its characteristic 
functional is given by 
Define the S-transform on (L2) by 
wo= [ d-x + 5) 44-~), t E E. (5-l) 
dE* 
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where I/ . I( is the norm of H= L2( T). The space (L’) of p-square integrable 
functions on E* has the Wiener-It8 orthogonal decomposition 
(L2)= g @Jf;z, 
?I=0 
where Xn consists of multiple Wiener integrals of order n with respect to 
the Brownian motion B(t, X) = (x, 1 to,,,), t E T, x E E*. In other words, for 
each VEX,, there is a symmetric function ,f~ L’(T”) such that 
,, . . . . t,,)dB(t,,.u)...dB(t,,, x). 
It is well known [Z] that if cp is the multiple Wiener integral off, then the 
S-transform of cp is given by 
WS)=jTnfO,, . . . . t,) 5(f,)...t(t,)dr, . ..dr.,, < E E. 
This relation gives the motivation for Hida [3] to introduce the 
generalized multiple Wiener integral, i.e., 
9=j-Jh. . . . . r,)dB(f,)...dB(r,,), 
where f is in some Sobolev space of negative order. 
Let &n, PP consist of generalized multiple Wiener integrals of order n with 
f in (Sp,(T))@‘n, where SP,( T) is the negative Sobolev space on T of 
order -p. We put 
x-,= f oTt&. 
rr = 0 
Then the inductive limit (Y)* = UprO KP is the space of generalized 
Brownian functionals such that (L’) c (9’)*. The dual space (9) of (9’)* 
can be embedded in (L’) and is called the space of test Brownian func- 
tionals. It is noted that (9’) c (L’) c (Y)* becomes a Gelfand triple. 
Observe that by using the translation formula for the Gaussian measure 
p [S], we can express the S-transform (5-l) in the form 
S&l) = e- 11:11?.2 
I ec.‘.t)cp(x) dp(.x), 5 E E. .E* 
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It is easy to check that e<‘:> E (9) for any 5 E E. Thus the S-transform 
extends to (P’)* by 
S~(5)=e-“5”2’2((e<..5>, q)) [EE, 
where ((; .)) is the canonical pairing of (Y) and (P’)*. We will call Sq the 
U-functional of cp, i.e., for cp E (Y)*, 
u[~](~)=e~“~‘12~*((,<..~>, q)), 5 E E. (5-Z) 
Note that the while noise B(t) is a generalized Brownian functional in 
(Y)*. Its U-functional is given by 
Moreover, for any f E L’( T”) and any positive integers p,, . . . . P,,, 
cp= T”f(f,r...rf~):B(r,)~~...B(r~)~~:dr,...df~ I (5-3) 
is a generalized Brownian functional with U-functional given by 
t,)5(t,)p’...r(fn)pndt, . ..dl.,, GEE. (5-4) 
Recall that such U-functionals are normal polynomials on E (see Sec- 
tion 3). 
Suppose the U-functional of cp in (Y)* is an LV-functional with the 
singular part Fi’( 5; t) such that 5 t+ IT. J’:‘(l; I) dt is a U-functional. Then 
the Levy Laplacian Ap of cp is defined to be the generalized Brownian 
functional in (Y)* with U-functional 
W&l(S) = j C’(5; f) & 5 E E. (5-5) r 
With this notation we have 
W&l(S) = AWPI(S), 5 E E. 
Note also that Aq is defined for any generalized Brownian functionals rp 
given as in (5-3). 
The following result has been noted in [4, Sect. 5; 11; 171 in somewhat 
different contexts. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. It holds that Aq =0 for all cp in (L’). 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that AU[q] = 0 for any cp E (L*). As is 
u[i](5)=e~“:“~“U[cP](-i5), 5 E E. (5-6) 
For further details, see [12]. It is easy to see that C$ is defined for any cp 
given as in (5-3). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let VE(~‘)* and assume that 4, Aq, and (Acp) A are 
defined. Then it holds that 
(A+ I)@= -(Arp)“. 
Proof Let F be the U-functional of cp, i.e., F= U[q]. Then by (5-6) the 
U-functional of 4 is 
G(t)=e ~ 11<1i’ 2F( _ it), 5 E E. (5-7) 
By a direct calculation, we can check that the second derivative of G is 
given by 
(G”(t), rl@i) 
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well known, for such cp there exists a unique a = C,“=, a, E SH= 
xz:O @ H@“” (the Fock space) such that 
U[cp](<)= (a, exp oSH= i (n!)-“‘(a,,, to”). 
rr = 0 
If a,, =0 except for finitely many n, we see from Theorem 3.3 that 
AU[cp] = 0. Thus for a general cp E ( L2), with an approximation argument, 
we may see that the same result holds. Q.E.D. 
The Fourier transform on generalized Brownian functionals was intro- 
duced in [9, 123 and a relation with the Levy Laplacian has been obtained 
by Hida and Saito [S] using the normal functionals. Here we give a new 
proof using the U-functional directly. 
Suppose that (PE (Y)* satisfies the condition that U[q]( -it) 
exp( - 115 11 2/2), 5 E E, is a U-functional. Then its Fourier transform 4 is 
defined as the generalized Brownian functional in (Y)* with U-functional 
given by 
=e - ll:ll’.:2 
( 
-(F”(-it).v@i)-j F(--it)rl(t)i(t)dt 
T 
+i 5 F’( -it; S) t(t) q(s) i(t) ds dt Tl 
+i 
I 
t(s) F’( -it; t) r/(s) C(t) ds dt 
T? 
+{ F(--ir)5(s)r(t)rl(s)i(t)dsdt . 
TZ > 
(5-8) 
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Since Acp is defined, F is an LV-functional. Let F:’ be the singular part of 
F”. Then from (5-8) we see easily that the singular part GJ of G” is given 
by 
Gg’(<; t) = -e- 11<11’i’F:‘( _ j ; t) _ e-11<112;2F( _ j(). (5-9) 
Now, by (5-5) we have 
But, by assumption (Acp) ’ is defined and so 
U[(A~)A](5)=e-‘15”“2 Fl(--it;t)dt, 
s 
< E E. (5-10) 
r 
Therefore, we see from (5-9) that 5 H jT Gq( 5; t) dr is a U-functional. Thus 
AC+? is defined and 
,TJ[Aqj](()= -e-‘1:t12:2 F,“( - it; t) df - e ~ i’ci”.‘2F( -it). (5-l 1) 
T 
It follows immediately from (5-7), (5-lo), and (5-l 1) that 
A@= -(Aq)^ -4, 
This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
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